In all Masses of the Season, it is possible to
choose (when necessary or suitable) in place of
any chant proper to the day, another from the
same Season.

}

The Commons of the Saints contain elements that pertain to these celebrations:

This section does not require an
English translation, because it
should be self-explanatory.

In the Commons are found all chants that are not strictly proper to any saint, and therefore can
be used for all saints of the same order [i.e., classification].
2. Yet these chants in each of the Commons should not be taken to represent several Masses,
but are to be used in accord with their own nature. That is, all the chants that can be used for
the Introit are placed together, all the chants for the Offertory, etc., so that a greater faculty for
choosing among them may be granted.
3. In some of the above Commons there are also lesser divisions according to liturgical time
(Lent or Easter season), or according to the number of saints (one or more than one), or
according to their quality.
   In which case (for example, in the Common of Martyrs), there are indicated first the
chants proper to certain orders of saints (for example, popes, bishops, OR priests), and after
these are placed chants suited to all orders (martyrs in general, popes, bishops, AND priests).

For all celebrations of the saints, it is possible to choose :
—either the chants given below
—or others from the Commons as above, according to the rubric in
the Roman Missal assigned to each saint,
—or chants, whether proper or from the Commons, in the Roman
Gradual (1908 edition and additions to it).
On solemnities and feasts, the Introit Gaudeamus can always be sung,
if the words proper to the mystery or saint being celebrated can
easily be fit to the melody.

